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R&S®NESTOR
Mobile Network Survey
Software
Cell data acquisition in
mobile networks for public
authority tasks
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R&S®NESTOR
Mobile Network
Survey Software
At a glance

R&S®NESTOR is a Windows 10 based platform for
analyzing mobile networks via the air interface.
It is deployed by law enforcement agencies,
intelligence services, armed forces and regulatory
authorities. R&S®NESTOR is used together with
Rohde & Schwarz mobile network scanners and
QualiPoc Android smartphones. It supports all
applications that public authorities and security
organizations need to carry out mobile network
surveys. The software can be used in vehicles,
trains, aircraft, on ships or on foot.
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R&S®NESTOR combines a cutting-edge touchscreen software architecture with top-of-the-line mobile radio T&M
and acquisition equipment from Rohde & Schwarz. In addition to direct acquisition, visualization and realtime analysis of all measurement data (online), the software enables
users to carry out in-depth postprocessing and long-term
analysis (offline).
The R&S®TSME, R&S®TSMA and R&S®TSMW mobile network scanners deliver parallel measurements of GSM,
UMTS and LTE (TDD and FDD) in all relevant frequency
bands.

Key facts
❙❙ Mobile network surveys for public authority tasks;
only essential data is collected
❙❙ Parallel measurements of all supported technologies
and bands with Rohde & Schwarz T&M equipment to
generate comprehensive, reliable measurement data
❙❙ Realtime analyses during data acquisition
❙❙ Data postprocessing for in‑depth analysis
❙❙ Intuitive operation for complex tasks
❙❙ Free map data and license-free replay versions
❙❙ Different operating system and application languages

R&S®NESTOR supports the following applications:
❙❙ Automatic detection of all 3GPP networks, bands and
channels
❙❙ Acquisition of cell information as well as signal power
and signal quality
❙❙ Coverage measurements and determination of cell
boundaries
❙❙ Creation and management of cell lists with geographic
positions
❙❙ Retrieval of telecommunications traces for alibi
verification and crime scene surveillance
❙❙ Detection and analysis of misconfigured cells (stationary,
mobile)
❙❙ Spectrum analysis in uplink and downlink bands
❙❙ Quality of service (QoS) measurements using QualiPoc
smartphones
The R&S®NESTOR architecture supports direct (live), autonomous (offline) and networked operations as well as
master/probe operation with detached monitoring systems
connected via IP-based links.
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R&S®NESTOR
Mobile Network
Survey Software
Benefits and
key features

Easy operation for complex tasks
❙❙ User-friendly interface for easy customization
❙❙ Touchscreen and/or mouse and keyboard operation
❙❙ Automatic hardware configuration and stored
workspaces for immediate use
❙❙ Straightforward display of all measurements
❙❙ Simultaneous use of any number of use cases
❙❙ Settings modifiable during measurement
❙❙ Convenient filter options for displaying and processing
measurement data
❙❙ Multilingual
❙❙ New versions every three months
▷▷ page 6

Everything that drive test software needs
❙❙ Support of R&S®TSME, R&S®TSMA and R&S®TSMW
mobile network scanners
❙❙ Parallel measurements in all GSM, UMTS and LTE (FDD
and TDD) bands
❙❙ OpenStreetMap compatibility
❙❙ Support of cell databases
❙❙ Status display for all connected devices, use cases and
workspaces
❙❙ Preconfigured templates for use cases and workspaces
❙❙ Live analysis and data export during measurements
❙❙ Data pP
❙❙ License-free replay versions
▷▷ page 8
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Automatic channel detection

Cell position estimation

❙❙ Automatic detection of all occupied GSM, UMTS and LTE
(FDD and TDD) RF channels
❙❙ Automatic forwarding of detected channels to all use
cases for seamless measurement of all mobile network
signals
❙❙ Creation of use case templates for easy configuration of
future measurements
▷▷ page 10

❙❙ Geographic position determination for all GSM, UMTS
and LTE (FDD and TDD) cells
❙❙ Live map display of all position-estimated cells
❙❙ Export of position-estimated cells for further processing
❙❙ Intuitive, high-performance display and processing filters
❙❙ nAirborne cell position estimation using airplanes,
helicopters or microdrones
▷▷ page 14

Mobile network scanning

Analysis of suspicious cells

❙❙ Simultaneous mobile network survey in all GSM, UMTS
and LTE (FDD and TDD) bands
❙❙ Top N chart and list display for all measured cells
❙❙ Demodulation?*) of system information
❙❙ Automatic measurement rate setting for synchronous
measurements of all technologies
❙❙ Map display of route and measured values
❙❙ Intuitive, high-performance display and processing filters
▷▷ page 12

❙❙ Creation of network operators’ network configuration
profiles profiles
❙❙ Analysis of cells that deviate from operators’ usual
network settings
❙❙ Determination of system information and geographic
positions of suspicious cells
❙❙ Live map display
❙❙ Smart configuration of suspicious cell criteria
❙❙ Mobile and stationary deployment
❙❙ Online and offline analysis
▷▷ page 16

Mobile network coverage analysis
❙❙ Acquisition of geographically aggregated GSM, UMTS
and LTE (FDD and TDD) coverage data
❙❙ Top N chart, list and map display for all aggregated data
❙❙ Live summary of mobile network coverage analysis
❙❙ Best server plot for selected areas
▷▷ page 13

Retrieval of telecommunications traces for alibi
verification and crime scene surveillance
❙❙ Cell surveys based on specified cells
(alibi verification)
❙❙ Cell surveys for determining involved cells
(crime scene surveillance)
❙❙ Live map display
❙❙ Online and offline analysis
▷▷ page 18

Quality of service (QoS) measurements and
diagnosis using smartphones
❙❙ Quality of service (QoS) measurements
❙❙ Analysis of mobile network coverage as perceived by the
smartphone
❙❙ Live map display
❙❙ Forcing
▷▷ page 20

Configurations for mobile use
▷▷ page 21
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Easy operation for
complex tasks

User-friendly interface for easy customization
R&S®NESTOR is simple and consistent to operate, allowing even inexperienced users to achieve fast, conclusive
results.
Since R&S®NESTOR has just a few, uniformly designed
control elements, both experienced and inexperienced
users can quickly learn how to use the software. Only minimal training is required, mainly with regard to mouse and
keyboard and/or touchscreen operation.

Touchscreen and/or mouse and keyboard
operation
R&S®NESTOR is optimized for Windows 10 touchscreen
operation – a plus for mobile users, who often work on
foot with a tablet or smartphone.
The software can also be operated via a mouse and keyboard, for example when installed in vehicles, which
makes back-office analysis much easier.

Display of measurement results.
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Automatic hardware configuration and stored
workspaces for immediate use

Convenient filter options for displaying and
processing measurement data

The hardware connected to the PC or tablet is automatically configured and registered with R&S®NESTOR as soon as
the software is started, and the software immediately begins performing a standard measurement. Status displays
continuously inform the user about the status of all connected devices. Predefined workspaces can be loaded or
started automatically. No other system inputs are required
for planned measurements.

The comprehensive filter concept of R&S®NESTOR is one
of its most important features. The software uses a mobile network scanner to acquire extensive measurement
data that it can individually filter and display as needed.
Filters can be created, saved and used for the following
applications:
❙❙ Individual views
❙❙ Use cases
❙❙ Use case groups
❙❙ Total workspace
❙❙ Data exports
❙❙ Reports

Straightforward display of all measurements
Each workspace consists of use cases, each of which
fulfills a specific task (e.g. GSM cell position estimation).
Each use case has a standard display with several views
for the measurement task. The user can change the standard display, but this is usually not necessary.

Simultaneous use of any number of use cases
A significant feature of R&S®NESTOR is its ability to compile all available use cases as often as desired and in any
combination.
Use cases with overlapping scanner measurement tasks
intelligently ensure that the scanner carries out such measurements only once. As a result, combining an LTE scanner measurement, a coverage analysis and a scanner cell
position estimation generally requires just one set of measurement data instead of three.
All available parameters are synchronized across all use
cases (coupled focus on time axis and geographic position) to display measurement and analysis results in the
correct combination during measurement and replay.

R&S®NESTOR includes standard filters for the most common measurement data, time periods, technologies, network operators, geographic locations and (groups of) mobile network cells. Customized filters can be created and
saved for special views and analysis types. All associated
views are immediately updated when filters are activated
or deactivated.

Multilingual
R&S®NESTOR is available in English, Spanish, German and
Russian and is prepared for Chinese, Italian, French and
Arab.

New versions every three months
A new version of R&S®NESTOR will be available for download via an FTP server toward the middle of every quarter.
Users with a multiversion license automatically receive notification of the new version.

Settings modifiable during measurement
Flexibility is a key characteristic of R&S®NESTOR. All devices, settings and views can be changed online during measurement, recording and analysis without interrupting the
measurement.
Changes are also documented in the measurement results
and can be seen during replay and analysis.
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Everything that
drive test software
needs

Support of R&S®TSME, R&S®TSMA and
R&S®TSMW mobile network scanners
R&S®NESTOR supports the second- and third-generation
Rohde & Schwarz mobile network scanners.

Parallel measurements in all GSM, UMTS and LTE
(FDD and TDD) bands
R&S®NESTOR uses one or more mobile network scanners
to carry out parallel and synchronous measurements, ensuring that every GSM, UMTS and LTE cell is measured at
the same, fixed time interval.

OpenStreetMap compatibility
R&S®NESTOR uses the free OpenStreetMap system. Maps
can be accessed via the Internet for online use and saved
on the control computer for offline work. The software is
ready to handle other map formats such as MapInfo and
ESRI shapefiles.

Support of cell databases
Mobile network cells are a central component for
R&S®NESTOR. This means that creating and processing
cell lists associated with measurements and analyses is of
considerable importance.
Cell databases are either imported as existing lists in a
configurable text format (e.g. CSV) or created by the system via measurements and position estimation. Cell lists
can be exported, processed with common spreadsheet
programs and reimported into R&S®NESTOR. Technologies
and network operators are clearly separated on the maps.
Individual use case views involving mobile network cells
include information on those cells. Filter functions relating
to mobile network cells indicate measurement data and
analyses for selected cells only.

OpenStreetMap (OSM)
OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a user-editable world map that is available
at the following Internet address:
http://www.openstreetmap.org/
OSM is a wiki project in which users can participate by downloading,
editing and uploading geographical information such as GPS tracking
data or the course of a road or river. This world map is growing daily.
OpenStreetMap data can be used freely under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Share Alike 2.0 license.
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Status displays for all connected devices, use
cases and workspaces

Live analysis and data export during
measurements

Status displays provide information on the status of all
connected devices. Status information for all use cases,
use case groups and workspaces is displayed in separate
windows.

All settings, views, analyses and data exports can be modified online during measurement data acquisition. All of
the information from ongoing measurements is taken as a
basis for further operations.

A higher-level reporting system saves all system messages
and displays them in a mailbox.

Data postprocessing for back-office analysis and
export of all measurements

Preconfigured templates for use cases and
workspaces
Straightforward operation is one of the key features of
R&S®NESTOR. This is why even the basic version includes
a large number of templates for complete workspaces and
for displaying use cases and configuring measurements.
All templates can be edited and saved.

Any number of prefiltered measurements can be used for
analysis and export during postprocessing.

License-free replay versions
R&S®NESTOR can be installed without a license as often
as desired, making it possible to replay each measurement
exactly as recorded.

R&S®NESTOR on an R&S®TSMA mobile network scanner remotely controlled via a Surface Pro 3 tablet.
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Automatic channel
detection

Automatic detection of all occupied GSM, UMTS
and LTE (FDD and TDD) RF channels
R&S®NESTOR acquires technologies, bands and channels
in unknown terrain. It identifies which technologies can be
measured via the air interface and determines the associated channels and bands in all frequency ranges covered
by the scanner in use.
This process couples sophisticated spectrum analysis with
background technology information and a trial‑and‑error
approach to enable the fastest possible acquisition of the
cells that are visible on the air interface.
If there is no or not enough information about the mobile
network environment, the software searches the entire
frequency range, maximally 80 MHz to 6 GHz, for occupied RF channels. R&S®NESTOR measures known bands
and technologies very quickly and returns the channel
numbers for all occupied channels. The software delivers
a graphic display of occupied frequency bands along with
a list of the numbers of all channels on which signals were
measured.

Automatic channel detection (ACD) for GSM, UMTS and LTE.
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Automatic forwarding of detected channels to all
use cases for seamless measurement of all mobile
network signals
During automatic channel detection, the found bands
carrying mobile network signals are forwarded to all
other use cases for further analysis. The system performs a seamless transition from initial channel detection
to a long-term mobile network survey of the detected
channels.

Creation of use case templates for easy
configuration of future measurements
From the channel detection results, a template for scanner
settings (use cases) is automatically created for each technology and band. The templates can be used for future
measurements, directly and without automatic channel
detection.

During regular scanner measurements (acquisition of cell
parameters as well as signal power and signal quality), cell
position estimation and mobile network coverage analysis
can be carried out at the same time.

Preselection of mobile radio bands for automatic channel detection (ACD).
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Mobile network
scanning
Simultaneous mobile network survey in all GSM,
UMTS and LTE (FDD and TDD) bands
GSM, UMTS and LTE (FDD and TDD) scanner measurements can be configured for entire bands or individual
channels. Each use case can be configured individually and in detail. Measured data can be accessed in
realtime by other use cases in the workspace for further
processing.

Automatic measurement rate setting for
synchronous measurements of all technologies
R&S®NESTOR automatically sets all measurements so that
all GSM, UMTS and LTE (FDD and TDD) mobile network
cells are measured at identical time and space intervals.
There is no need to set the scanner measurement rates for
use cases and technologies.

Map display of route and measured values
The route traveled is displayed on a higher-level map.
There is also an individual map available for each use case
and use case group, each map displaying relevant use
case content. The mobile network coverage analysis map
shows information such as the aggregated power values
of measured cells, while the cell position estimation map
displays detected cells with positions and error ellipses.

Top N chart and list display for all measured cells
A Top N chart is available for every use case. It displays all
relevant parameters for each cell in both graphic and tabular form and can be weighted according to signal power,
signal quality, or signal power as perceived by the smartphone (UE emulation).

Demodulation of system information
All system information (protocol data units, PDU) from acquired nonencrypted cells is demodulated, displayed in a
separate window, and can be exported.

Intuitive, high-performance display and
processing filters
The high-performance filters in R&S®NESTOR cover windows, use cases, use case groups and entire workspaces.
If one or more filters are active, the entire system behaves
as if exclusively the filtered data were collected or as if
only the filtered cells were present; this is evident, for example, when measurement results for analysis and export
are displayed. Beside u
 ser-specific filters, the most important filters are those for time periods, network operators
and polygon geofencing, cells and cell groups. Special
view and analysis filters can be additionally created.

Expert scan (SCN).
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Mobile network
coverage analysis
Acquisition of geographically aggregated GSM,
UMTS and LTE (FDD and TDD) coverage data
Mobile network coverage analysis aggregates signal
power, signal quality and signal power as perceived by
the smartphone (UE emulation) into geographic bins
based on UTM MGRS squares. The measured values are
highly volatile, so they are aggregated for each bin, and
a single value is displayed on the map. Users can select
a bin size between 10 m × 10 m in built-up areas and
1000 m × 1000 m in rural areas.

Live summary of mobile network coverage
analysis
During network coverage analysis drive tests, geographic
bins are generated, displayed and updated live with each
new data set.
The R&S®NESTOR filter options are essential to efficient
network coverage analysis. In conjunction with comprehensive scanner measurements, they quickly provide information for statistical and geographical analyses of network
operators, selected areas, individual cells and cell groups.

Best server plot for selected areas
Aggregated mobile network coverage data can be represented in a variety of ways. The best server plot illustrates
one of the most important analyses, showing the cell best
suited for a mobile radio link on a map.

Top N chart, list and map display for all
aggregated data
Aggregated measurement data for signal power, signal
quality and signal power as perceived by the smartphone
can be displayed in a variety of formats (e.g. Top N, list or
map display). This measurement data can be exported and
processed externally, for example using planning software.

Coverage analysis (COV).
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Cell position
estimation

Geographic position determination for all GSM,
UMTS and LTE (FDD and TDD) cells
Cell position estimation is used to determine the geographic positions of all measured cells during ongoing
scanner measurements. Measurement data acquisition
must take place while the system is in motion. Positions
are estimated in quick succession using advanced signal
separation algorithms. This approach delivers excellent
results even in difficult environments with weak signals,
multipath propagation and fading.
A special algorithm recognizes whether measured sectors
can be assigned to a single tower. This information is used
to correlate signal processing for these sectors and obtain
more accurate results.
All cells are measured practically simultaneously in all
bands and for all technologies.

Cell position estimation (CPE).
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Live map display of all position-estimated cells
Maps and lists are used to display all position-estimated
cells. Fast signal processing enables high update rates so
that the estimated cell position is displayed online on the
map with ever higher accuracy.
The position estimation error ellipses are also displayed
and allow users to asses the position estimation accuracy
for each cell.

Export of position-estimated cells for further
processing
In addition to existing mobile network cells in the
R&S®NESTOR cell list, position-estimated cells can also
be exported for further processing. This makes it possible
to create new cell lists and update existing lists. Cell lists
contain channel numbers, positions, error ellipses, MCC,
MNC, LAC, cell identities (CID), neighbor lists and other
system information.

Intuitive, high-performance display and
processing filters
The comprehensive R&S®NESTOR filter options for cell
position estimation make it possible to carry out extensive
analyses for a broad range of use cases in mobile network
survey and cell position estimation.

Airborne cell position estimation using airplanes,
helicopters or microdrones
The cell position estimation use case can be extended for
airborne estimation up to an altitude of 10 000 feet.
A directional mobile radio antenna is installed on the
aircraft. The antenna’s directivity minimizes interference. Stored NASA altitude profile data provided by
Rohde & Schwarz is used to determine the height above
ground. An algorithm calculates cell positions, taking the
height above ground into account.
Cell position estimation accuracy is approximately the
same for airborne and ground-based estimations:
typically 50 m for GSM and LTE and 100 m for UMTS.
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Analysis of
suspicious cells
Creation of network operators’ network
configuration profiles
All network operators use a number of criteria and profiles
to configure their networks.
To reliably analyze misconfigured and suspicious cells,
network configuration profiles must be created for each
network operator. The profiles are based on measurements
and should be as comprehensive and detailed as possible.
They are stored in the system and can be continuously
updated.

Analysis of cells that deviate from operators'
usual network settings
Cells that deviate from regular network settings are categorized and displayed separately with a detailed description of detected deviations.
This includes unknown cells that are not found on a network operator's reference list, as well as cells with settings
that deviate from the information stored in the system.
These differences can vary in significance depending on
how a conspicuous cell is configured. There can be just
one significant deviation or a number of deviations. An algorithm weights the deviations and a score is calculated
for each cell. The score indicates the probability of whether a cell is misconfigured.
Based on this analysis, the user decides whether or not a
measured cell should be classified as a misconfigured cell
and enters this information into the system.

Base station analysis (BSA).
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Determination of system information and
geographic positions of suspicious cells
All cells delivered by this measurement are analyzed in
detail using the R&S®NESTOR measurement functions.
Their system information is read out, and the positions and
coverage of these cells are determined.
This information can be used to immediately create a
report, or it can be exported to a CSV file and further
processed.

Mobile and stationary deployment
Both mobile and stationary measurements and analyses
are possible.
Stationary measurements are used to monitor the network
situation in the environment of special facilities over an
extended period of time. Here, R&S®NESTOR is permanently installed with an appropriate antenna and carries
out cell measurements in the facility's environment 24/7.
R&S®NESTOR displays, emails or texts (SMS) a description
of any irregularities.

Live map display
All cells contained in the reference list and all measured
cells are displayed on a map. Cells not included in a reference list as well as suspicious cells are highlighted in color.

Mobile measurements are used to identify suspicious cells
at any location. These measurements are more dynamic,
and other criteria are used to detect misconfigured cells.

Smart configuration of suspicious cell criteria

Online and offline analysis

The majority of the criteria used to classify cells as misconfigured cells can be set by the user to take into account
network operators’ local conditions.

All measurements can be performed live on site from a vehicle, airplane, helicopter or on foot.

For each network operator in a known region, it is possible
to train a set of criteria that describe the operator’s network and show deviations due to suspicious cells.

Comprehensive, previously stored measurement data can
be used to perform subsequent offline analysis.
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Retrieval of tele
communications
traces for alibi
verification and
crime scene
surveillance

Cell surveys based on specified cells
(alibi verification)
If a subscriber's communications data is known, this analysis can be used to quickly determine whether or not the
subscriber and the cell phone were in a specific location or
area at a specific time. This communications data can also
be used to display a subscriber's actual location.
Network coverage is determined using previously measured data or a Rohde & Schwarz mobile network scanner.
The scanner is set up so that it views the network just like
a cell phone would. The coverage of the detected cells in
the area in question is displayed both graphically and in a
table.
Results are classified and describe whether and where
the detected cells are best servers and how adjacent cells
behave with respect to a best server. The probability of a
subscriber actually having been in the area in question can
therefore be quickly and clearly displayed.
This information can be used to immediately create a report, or it can be exported and further processed.

Cell surveys for determining involved cells
(crime scene surveillance)
It is often necessary to determine the cells of all network
operators that could have been used for communications
via a specific cell phone. If the area is known, this analysis
makes it possible to quickly identify which cells were most
likely used for communications at a specific time in a specific location or area.
Network coverage is determined using previously measured data or a Rohde & Schwarz mobile network scanner.
The scanner is set up so that it views the network just like
a cell phone would. The coverage of the cells in the area in
question is displayed both graphically and in a table.
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Results are classified and describe how many and which
cells were most likely used for communications.
This information can be used to immediately create a report, or it can be exported and further processed.

Live map display

Online and offline analysis
All measurements can be performed live on site from a
vehicle, airplane, helicopter or on foot to support law enforcement or any emergency measures.
Comprehensive, previously stored measurement data can
be used to perform subsequent offline analysis.

During the measurement, analysis results and involved
cells are displayed live on the map.

Alibi verification (ALI).
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Quality of
service (QoS)
measurements
and diagnosis
using smartphones

The QoS test results are shown both individually and statistically aggregated, in line with the ETSI key performance
indicator (KPI) specifications. R&S®NESTOR supports
GPRS/EDGE for GSM, H
 SPA/HSPA+ for UMTS,
FDD and TDD for LTE, as well as LTE-A technologies.

Analysis of mobile network coverage as perceived
by the smartphone
Instead of Rohde & Schwarz mobile network s canners,
QualiPoc Android smartphones can be used to perform
mobile network coverage measurements. The analysis
delivers similar information as obtained with a scanner
measurement but is based on the network coverage data
collected by the smartphone.

Layer 3 information
Quality of service (QoS) measurements
Up to four QualiPoc Android smartphones can be used
together with R&S®NESTOR to perform the most important QoS measurements in line with the ETSI standard. For
the smartphones, this includes the following, independently configurable tests:
❙❙ Ping for testing the network latency
❙❙ Voice calls
(CS for GSM and UMTS, CSFB and VoLTE for LTE)
❙❙ Up- and download via FTP
❙❙ Up- and download via HTTP

Readability of layer 3 messages is a key factor in analyzing mobile communications. The QualiPoc Android
smartphones support this feature.

Forcing
Certain applications require forcing QualiPoc Android
smartphones to specific technologies, frequency bands,
channels or cells. All QualiPoc Android smartphones that
support advanced forcing features fulfill this requirement.

Binned best server coverage map.
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Configurations for
mobile use

R&S®NESTOR and the connected hardware components
(Rohde & Schwarz mobile network scanner, dead reckoning GPS, smartphones) are mainly used in the following
configurations:
❙❙ Customized configuration
❙❙ Carrying bag system
❙❙ Backpack system, open or closed
❙❙ Test vehicle

R&S®NESTOR with R&S®MNT‑CORE2 backpack.

R&S®TSMA with carrying bag and Windows tablet.

R&S®NESTOR in use in a test vehicle.

R&S®NESTOR for outdoor use with R&S®TSME-Z3 backpack.
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System requirements
R&S®NESTOR system requirements
Minimum recommended equipment

PC, laptop/notebook or tablet with Intel® Core™ i7-49xx processor
8 Gbyte RAM
512 Gbyte SSD
USB 3.0
1 Gbit LAN interface, support of 9k jumbo frames for R&S®TSME
display resolution: 1024 x 768 pixel
Windows 10 x64
DirectX 11 compatibility

Recommended PC hardware
Laptop/notebook for scanner operation

Tablet for client/server operation with the
R&S®TSMA

17" mobile workstation with Intel® Core™ i7‑49xx processor, 2.7 GHz
32 Gbyte RAM
512 Gbyte SSD with smart card slot
Microsoft Surface Pro 4
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Ordering information
Designation

Type

Order No.

Mobile Network Survey Software

R&S®NESTOR

1522.8870.02

Driver for Rohde & Schwarz mobile network scanners

R&S®NESTOR-SCN

1521.5031.02

Automatic Cell Detection

R&S®NESTOR-ACD

1521.5048.02

Coverage Analysis

R&S®NESTOR-COV

1521.5077.02

Cell Position Estimation

R&S®NESTOR-CPE

1521.5054.02

3GPP Spectrum Analysis

R&S®NESTOR-SCA

4900.3110.02

Airborne Cell Position Estimation

R&S®NESTOR-APE

1527.1709.02

Forensic Analysis

R&S®NESTOR-FOR

1521.5060.02

Base Station Analysis

R&S®NESTOR-BSA

1521.5354.02

QualiPoc Smartphone Driver

R&S®NESTOR-UEM

1527.1715.02

Mobile Coverage Analysis

R&S®NESTOR-MCA

1521.5348.02

Multiversion License, one year

R&S®NESTOR-1Y

1522.8870.82

Multiversion License, two years

R&S®NESTOR-2Y

1522.8870.83

Multiversion License, three years

R&S®NESTOR-3Y

1522.8870.84

Multiversion License, five years

R&S®NESTOR-5Y

1522.8870.85

High Performance Notebook

R&S®RMS-FX-N2W

3059.2550.03

Surface Pro 4 Tablet with Windows 8 x64

R&S®TSPC-SF4P

3623.3981.02

Ultracompact Drive Test Scanner

R&S®TSME

1514.6520.02

Autonomous Mobile Network Scanner

R&S®TSMA

1514.6520.20

Universal Radio Network Analyzer

R&S®TSMW

1503.3001.03

Equipment supplied: DVD, smart card and USB smart card adapter
Software options

Service options

PC hardware

Mobile network scanners

For more information, see Rohde & Schwarz mobile network scanner data sheets.
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Service that adds value
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙

Worldwide
Local and personalized
Customized and ﬂexible
Uncompromising quality
Long-term dependability

Rohde & Schwarz
The Rohde & Schwarz electronics group offers innovative
solutions in the following business fields: test and measurement, broadcast and media, secure communications,
cybersecurity, monitoring and network testing. Founded
more than 80 years ago, the independent company which
is headquartered in Munich, Germany, has an extensive
sales and service network with locations in more than
70 countries.
Sustainable product design
❙❙ Environmental compatibility and eco-footprint
❙❙ Energy efficiency and low emissions
❙❙ Longevity and optimized total cost of ownership
Certified Quality Management

ISO 9001

Certified Environmental Management

ISO 14001

Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG
www.rohde-schwarz.com
Rohde & Schwarz training
www.training.rohde-schwarz.com

R&S® is a registered trademark of Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG
Trade names are trademarks of the owners
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© 2015 - 2017 Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG | 81671 Munich, Germany
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Regional contact
❙❙ Europe, Africa, Middle East | +49 89 4129 12345
customersupport@rohde-schwarz.com
❙❙ North America | 1 888 TEST RSA (1 888 837 87 72)
customer.support@rsa.rohde-schwarz.com
❙❙ Latin America | +1 410 910 79 88
customersupport.la@rohde-schwarz.com
❙❙ Asia Pacific | +65 65 13 04 88
customersupport.asia@rohde-schwarz.com
❙❙ China | +86 800 810 82 28 | +86 400 650 58 96
customersupport.china@rohde-schwarz.com

3607190712
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